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A

Introductiot

. There.has been an increased concern in recent years over,the poor

mathematical Oreparatiofi of the general populace. Of particular concern has

been the decline of mathematicat preparedness of entering college student.

It is, a well-documented faCt thati.stindard indiéators of mat#eiatical

aptitude, such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test (Educational Testing Service,

1948-1982.) have shown a monotonic decline over the last 'decade (fiarris, 1976;
. ,

Harneschfeger and Wiley, 1976; BrasWell, 19.78). Several explanations, both

academic and sodiological, have been.offered for this decline (Edson, 1976).

Perhaps the most cogent academic exPianation for .the lower mathematidal

preparation of college students is the ,decline in the overall enrollment in

high school second-year algebra (National Science Foundation, 1980),.coupled

with the attenuation in high school mathematics enrollments as the level'of

the mathematics course becomes more advanced (National Assesstent of

!.

Educational Progress, 1979). This situation has given rite ,to an anomaly

which is rapidly gaining acceptance college level remedial mathematics

programs (Whitesitt, 1982).
.

The purpose Of the current research was to investigate the Cognitive

processes emploYed by ninth grade students enrolled in Algebra I. The.choice

of algebra for the subject._of this, study was not arbitrary. Algebra is

traditionally 'the first mathematics course where students encounter concepts

which are much mnre, subtle and abstract than the Simpler *arithmetio,

manipulations of their prior Math courses. Further, because algebra is;the

foundation upon' which the° majority of advanced mathematics' is 'based), :any
4

insights gained from researching this area'may,eventually make the,learnilag of
8

algebra a more efficient process. Some national mathematical orpOzations,

have even gone on record to, emphasize the impottahce of algebra for iccillege

level work: over tthermathaitics courses -taug4t-7.1n_high--school-1111,e-

--MitEematical Association of Arrica and the,National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics, 1978).

A clinical interviewsapproach was employed for data collection. The use

of clinical interview s to study problem: solving has met with,some success..

Unlike any paper-and-Pencil asseisment, the clinical interview' approach is

unique.. in periitting immediate fe8dkack and interaction ,between the

interviewer and subjeCt. Thfs allows the intervieWer to, probe for the cause

of difficulties and misconceptions as they arise dUring the inteririew,

/.
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something which is not possible with. non-inieractive +data collection

techniques. % .

The focus of this study was/an the:learning difficulties experienced by

Hispanic students. There are several' reasons fort this fotus. First, the

number of investigations tliat have dealt with the learning and performante of
4

_

Hispanis, in mathematics is vanishingly small.; Further, several statistics

published in The Condition of Education for Hi anic Americans '(National

Center-for Education Statistics', 1980) reveal that theeducational, as well as

socioeconomic;situation of Hispanic 'in the mainland is bleak. For example,

even though in 1978, Hispanics in the mainland comprised 5.6%.of the-total

population,,the'pe4centages of.Hispanisa enrolled in 4-year college programs,

graduate programs, and Trofessional programs were 2.8, .0, 'and 2.1,

respectively, of the totd1 Student enrollment. In terms of college enrollment
/6

in fields where a strong mathematical preparationis indispenpable, such as ,

engineering and phYsical sdience, Hispanics are substantAlly

underrepresented; the percentage of white-non-Hispanics enrolled, in.,these

fields out of the total white-non-Hispanic undergraduate enrollent is more

than twice that of the percentage of Hispanics enroiled in these fields mit of

the total Hispanic undergraduate enrollment. There is, therefore, a need for

more reseirch effOrts which, may Help in the development of,strategies for

increasing the number of Hispanics wishing' to pursue mathieckence related ,

professions.

Finally, we would like to cumment that the results of this study are

-not ididSyncratic to Hispanic students. Even though.this. study

focused ,on Hispanic students,:the majority of the findings apply not only to
.

th1ispanic participants, but also to a control group of Anglo Students who

participated in the study.,

.1)

Methodology

The study was conducted in a junior high school (grades 7-9T-in-a small

tity in Western Massachuktts during the 1981-19.82 academic year. There.wete

a total of. 14 students participating,in the study. These 14 stpdents were

zr 'divided Into three subgroups. The first grouP1 which will be called

"participating Hispanits" consisted of 6 Hispanic students -(S male and 1
. .

female); these students were in the mainstream curriculum and not in any

2
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"special program". The second group, theparticipating Anglos" consisted of
. ,

5 Anglo Students (3 males and 2 females). The 11 students from these two

groups. Were enrolled in the same Algebra I Class taugh i'. by a teacher

(henceforth, the "participating teacher") whof was an integral part of the

study. The laSt group consisted of three Hispanic- students (one male and 2

'females) enrolled inan advanced4lgebra class which was not taught by the

.participating teacher. These stUdents will 'be called the "advanced r

ffispanics", where i;y. "advanced" we mean,that they'had started studying Algebra

one-half year before the perticiPating teacher's Algebra I class. The

pSrticipating. Hispanics mere iterviewed a total of 8 times during 'the

academic year while the, other two groups were interviewed 4 times. The

cl'assroom style and textbooks used 4in both the Algebra_k class and the

advanced algebra class-weiv "traditional".

In the, clinical interview approach used, anilliniterviewer presented,

mathematics problems to a student and asked the student teNtkr4i.nit aloud" while

attempting to solve the problems. The interviewer was free to probe the

student for clarifieations and explanations of the mental proesIe s he or she
_

used to solve the problems. All interviews were audio-reco ded. After the

interview, the.. "protocol analysis" followed during which the interviewer

reviewed the student's protocol (i.e., ihe.events that.traaspired .during the

interview, including the student's. worksheets and audio tapes) and mdae

odetailede comm thents on e student'i
*
performance; .including ,strengths,

weaknesses, difficulties, misconceptions, etc. Once all interviews were

ana1yzed for a given session, a Staff meeting

interview set was reviewed. Ile purpose of

researchers and participating teacher, was to

hypotheses foF the findings.

followed during'which the en'tite

this meeting, a*nded by the

propose and discuss explanatory

a

StUdent Profile'

In April of 1981, all students in the school system in question were

given the California Achievement Tests (CAT) (CBT/MCGrawHill,Z 1977). :This

battery consists of 8 major divisions: 1 reading vocabulary,s2. reading

compreheniion, 3. 'spelling, 4. language mechanics, S. language expression, 6.'

math computation, 7. math concepts/and applications, and 8. reference skills.

There were yections which were made up of combinations of the 8 Mitjor
0
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sections above, namely, total reading was made up of the combined scores in

.reading .vocabulary,and reading comprehension; total math. was made up of tlie

*combined'scores from,math.computation and math concepts/applications;.total

battery was made up bf combining the ciirst seven categories listed,above

--that is, lall'major divisions except"reference skills.

In additiort, three ather measures were administered'ta thg participating

teacher's' whole,Algehra I crass,'as'well as to the 3 adianoed Hispanics. The

first ,oftthese is a. Piagetian exam entitled "Ital°Inventory of Piaget's

Developmentai Tasks" (Catholic University, 1970), designed to cover 'the'

following 18-areas: 1. quantity,'2. levels, 3. sequence, 4. weight, 5. matrix,

*6. symbol's, 7: perspective, 8. movement[9. .volume, 10. seriation,' 11.

rotatiap:42.' angles, 13. shadows, 14. classes; 15. distance, 16. inclusion,

174 infitence, and. 18:probability: There were 4 questions for each of these

18 areasoaking this battery a 72 question test.

Thg, remaining 'two, measures ,were the analogies and classifications

subsectiOns of the tesit of general alpility level 5, form.CE (Guidance Testing

Associates, 1962): The analogies section .cmtained -24 questions which were

totally Symbolic'and asked the student to make one pair of drawings iike a

given pair, as Showlfin the followi,kg example:
\

.

The classification section was composed.of 26 'questions which,again. weie

totalk'symbolic and asked the Student to identify the one drawing in a series

.of five Which was "different". For example,

b) c) (77

1.

Table t gives the results of theie tests for! the various subgraups of

students. ,The first iwo entries correspond to .the mean and standard

deviation.... In the CAT sdores, the third entry gives the national percentile
.

ranking corresponding to that'particular raw score. Also shawn-in Table 1 are*
'

the student's final grades- in Algebra. The mean scores on all standardized

measures are based on the total number correct:

Severil observations can be made from Table-I. First, it is evident 0

that the advanced algebra class is consistently "aboVe average" on the CAT in

-4
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comparison to the Algebra I'class,',aS well as to national:norms'. Second, it

., is evident that the three advanced Hispanics are very comparable with their

Anglo peers*in the advanced algebra clasps in all the thea1 sures shown on Table

I. lard, it is evid t that the five participating Anglos.are comparable to

,the'23 other Anglos id the Algebra.I cl.ass, and that all of. the Anglos in the

Algebra I class are, "average" students as determined by the CA1,f thatiOnal

percentile rankings. Finally, Table 1 shows that the 6 participating

Hispanics are consistently. "below averhFe" in the' CAT, both ras compared to

their Anglo*classmateg, and,a4 compared by themational percentile.rankings,

except in the math computation section where this group sCored "average".

In summary, it appearS that-the advanced Haspanics were extremely well

prepared academically as measured. by theii performanc in the cu. .The

participating Anglaperfdimance in the CAT indiCate; an average preparation:'

The participating Hispanics appear to be acadeiically underprepared, both in

comparison to their Anglo classmates, and in comparison to national norms. In

terms of the problem solving tasks given during the iriterviews, the'3 groups'. :

performance was consistent with theirperformance on the standardized measures

,as shown on Table 1, namely;'the advanced Hispanids'performed extremely well

in the interview problems, the participating _Anglos showed an arrage

.Aperformance, and' the participating Hikmnics showed a below .average.

'

performance. /
,.

Interview Results.

L
In this .section, we will give a brief description of the'

questions inve ga d during the cOurse of the study, and present

the interesting findi s. The probleMs used in the interviews were

to probe six relative 'independent areas. In the distussion.thht

each of these si as will_be treated separately.

1. Appreciation'of Algebra as an Abstract Logical,SystOm

.k.i\nds of

a few of

'designed

follows,

The focus of this area was to investigate_ the degree to which the
--,

student creates and develops an allstzact conceptual schema\ for mathematics

that is independent of other logical systems, suclh. as. languages. Like

5
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,
lanauage, mathemat as its own ormal logical structure

, largely coMpOsed

of definitiona construsts whvich form the "rules of the game". ABilingu als, igho
.

alre have two languages and tLrefore two logical systems, may be able Ib

evelopta third logical sYstem more readily than monolingUals. On the other
.

. hand, if the languages' logj.cal structures are poorly developed, bilinguals_
. .

.

may find it mote difficult to deirelop a--nevrlo-gical systeis. ,Bilingpals
---

therefore constitute.a. good "laboratory"in which to pursue the1 se questions.

Fiom a practicet.-1165int, we used the following general *questions
-. .., , .

. a sprj.ngboard for our,investigations in this area': .

.

--

as

- Does the student understand.the role of definitions in matheMatics? Does
the student utilize definitions to resolve points ofambiguity?

_

- Does the student distinguish between mathematical statement's (equalities
and inequalities) and mathemaiicalphrases (expre§SiOns and ratio's)?

,- Does the student recognize the difference between a variable and a label?

0
We will limit our disCussion to answering the'last question.

There-have been several recent research studies whiCh have reirealed

that many college students treat variables aS labels (Mestre, .GeraCe, .and

'Lochhead, 1982; Clement,'1982; Clement, Lochhead, and Mbnk, 19i1; Ropnick,

19e1). For example, the following mblem, .

'4

Write an.equation using the variables S and p to represent the,foll6wing.

.statement: "There are 6 times as many students as professors at this

university". Ike S for the number of sitidents and'P fof the number 'of

,professors.

the "variable-reversal error4, where students would write-6SxP, was committed

consiitently by approximately 35% of non-iiinority engineerinig undergraduate

students._ Using a population of Hispapic engineering students the. frequency

_ .4f the variable reversal.error was 54%.

In clinical interviews,of students solving the above prOblem, .it was

discovered that--one of the major points 'of confusion regarding the

variable-reversal error derived from treating S ind P as labels for "students"

. and "professors", instead of, treating .them, as variables to represent the.

namber of students and the numbei of professors. 'It should be p'Ointed out

I.
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that'the students interyiewed displ#ed that-they were'a re that Olere were
..,

more students than Professors in the ptoblem statement. FQI these students.the
_

meaning of 6S=P was "6'students for every 1 professor". The mechanism. leading.

students to write the4varfable-reversed equatiOn appeared t stem from using a

sequential left-to-right"translation of the ptoblem statement. That is, ."six

1

times as.man); students" become

(
6S, and since this is equ41 to ihe number of

professors, students equate 6 2 to P,
I ,

To investigate how:prone beginning algebra 'studentis are to committing

this kind of error, ye designed the'three questionS below./

il.-Mt.'Smith'noted the number of cars, C and the number of trucks, T,

in a parking lot 1and wrote the following'equation ,to represent the
r ,

situation: 81 C=T. Ate there more cars or more'ttucks in this paiking lot

and why? , 0.,

: Write an expression with variables for the following statemmts.

2. Six times the length of a stick is 24 feet.

3. If a certain chain were four times as long it would be 36 feet.

From the students' answers to these questions we found.strong evidence that

they had a pioclivity to treat variables as labep. In probleth 1, for

example, 11 of the 14 students interviewed from-the three groups said that

there would be more cars in the parking lot as represented by the equation

8C=T due to the factor of 8 in front of .the C. Of. the remaining three

students, one from tAgodvanced Hispanic group said that, there would,be-mote

trucks; her explanation displayed that.ihe was using C and T correctly as

variables for the number of cars and trucks. The last two students, both 'from
.

the participating Hispanic group, gave rathei unique answers; one said that

you could not tell whether there were more cars or:trucks because the values

of and T were not given; the other said that there would be an equal number

of cars and truCks becauie of the "=" sign in the'equation.

A comparison of the-students' responses in problems 2 &id 3 revealed an

interesting phenomenon. All 14 students obtained the correct answer in both

of these problems. In.problem 2, eight of these students wrote a correct

equation using tht letter L for the variable; and the other, six wrote a

7
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carrect equ tion using some other letter far.the variable, such as A or X;

none of thes six students, however, used the letter S for the variable; S

would not b an unreasonable choice since the problem is about a stick. Ln-
.

contrast, t e most populai variable name used in problem was 'C and not L;

seven stude ts used t, two used L, and the remaining used some other variable
.

name.

Givenj that both of these probaems asked for a quantity involving length,

and that mdn y. students were using the variable Lit problem 3 to represent "the

chain", is evident that the sentence construction of these 'two problems

triggered,f more often than.not, specific variable names. That is, the manner

in which Ifproblem..2 started, "six times the length..." makes it clear to the

student that this is a problem about length, thereby triggering the use of,the

letter L for the variable. However, inproblem 3, the first few words, "if a

chain..." make it clear that this is a problem about 'a chain, thereby

triggering the letter C to be used as the varipble. Even though problem 3 is

asking for a length-just as problem 2 is, the stUdent iedistracted from this

fact by having the references to length via the words "long" 'and "feet"

appearing much later in *Inoblem 3. ft. therefOre ,appears that the syntax

structure of these problems is fargely resporisible fqr the triggerilig

mechanism-by which a variable name is chosen, with the first important noun4in

the problem statemeyt serving as the trigger. This makes it somewhat of a.

random process whether the student will choose a variable name (i.e. a letter)

as a label for a.noun, or as a quantity to be represented by,,the variable name

2. Command of the Formal Operations of Algebra

11: complete logical system contains not only a set (4 definitions and

relations, but also a set of rules for manipulating these relaiionships.

Quite independent of the students' knowledge of-the structuie-of.algebra is

their understanding of the dynamical.laws, or permi.ssible Operations-that may

be used An the process of obtaining a solution. We' are not concermeli here

with the students' ability, to obtain answers, but-rather with thtir, knowledge
. I

and comprehension of legal algebraic manipulations.- Thus, whereas in the last .

section' we were interested in whetheT students knew "die
J

.

in this section, we are interested in whether-students "play by thq)eufes of

the game". 1



We Were gui-ded by the followin.

;

- Does the student know wha
algebraie itatement?-

- Does the student 'realize
solutipn to an equation?-

- Does the student confuse
situation?

4.

eneral questions to probe.this area:

I. ,

fundamental operations can:be performed on ,

that these

what tules

f- An example of some of the specific

are the following:

t

operati.ons
.

do not change:the

heAhe may apply,. in a particular

I(

questions used during 'the
4

4. Which.of the following equations are true and whit?

a) a+b=b+a b)a.-IEb.b.fa c) a(7-b).7a,ba

S. Solve the folloWing equations:

a) 2+X.3 b) -21(42 a) 4X+7.6X-S 0

4

6. If X.3 arid Y.2, what are the values of the following:

a) X
2
1- b) (X+1)2
-3

7. Multiply out: (X+2)(X-3) /

8. Factor the following: X2+SX+6

9. a) What is ;7 times 3?.

b) What is -3 times 7?

intOylews

Rather than giving_ a detailed breakdown of each group's. performance we Will

only state-that the performance on these.. typs of questions.wai Consistent

with:the groups' perfOrmance on the CAT. What we will do is discuss a Couple

of specific errors.

In an interview Session near the beginning di the school year, the

students were asked the following question: "Suppose X.3 and Y.4.--What 'is

(X+Y)2?". At the-time we asked students this question they fiad Tltj,overed

polynomials, but had-covered-raising-numberS-to-specific-poverg-.--/-Ohlr&e-of

the fourteen students were able to obtain a correct answer in this queaion.

They did sp by adding 3. and 4, and squaring'7 to get 49. At the time students



were given,problem 6 above; they had covered polynomials in class. Amugingly,

all five Students, who obtained the correct answer tb the question above,

obtained the wrong answer to problem 6. The answer'that all five of these

students gave in problem 6 was 13, by taking 31 + 22: This we think shows

how students an become mind-locked when covering a new topic by attempting to

solve All problems using the newly learned procedure rather than resorting-to

a-previously learnO, ind perhaps easier procedure.

Finally, wewould like to state that many of the students treated
._, .

algebra as a rule-based discipline and not as a concept-based discipline..

Because of this, students often confused which rules applied to'which cases.

#9r, example, the participating teacher, in an attempt to help his students

learn various algebraic rules, made a chart and posted it at the' front of.the

class. The Chart contalned.reminderS of factstsuch as how to deterFir 'the

sign of the sum of a pos4ive and a negative-number. However, in explaining

their procedures for solving some of the problems -above, some of the.
,

participating Hispanics...made it clear that theyr-Vere applying'some of the

rules to*the wrong cases. For example, some students stated that -3 times 7

was equal to 21 but-that 3 times -7 was equal to -21; these students displa);ed

that they were using the rule for determining the sign of a sum between a

negative and a positive number_to determine the siin of product.

.3. Ability to Use Algebra

e.

1

Before algebra can become a useful problem lolving tool, the student

must be able to formulate ta problem in algebrit and combine elementa

operations Into a strategy for solution. ,These ajilities clearly require a

deeper assimilation of the principles of mathematics than does learning to

solve asSigned problems. Kh:owledge of those factors which influence strategy

formation, or of specific learning difficultils which inhibit strategy

formation, will permit an optitization of the assiimilation process. To extend

tiy.t metaphor we have been using, this area attempited to ascertain how well the
/.

student can "manipulate the rules of the game o his/her own advantage while

still remaining within the confines of legality".
- /

We 'used the following general questions/ to.guide

investigation:, .

- Does the studentcrmploy _algebraic condepts

13

us in thi area of

to solve problems without



being prompted, or does the student prefer to use other techniques such
as trial and 4arror or guessing?

^

Does the student define variables?

Does the student have a strategy for ia solution, or resort to random
manipulations in the hope of stimbling onto a solution?

Is the student able to exterid and appfr his/her knowledge to a

relatively novel problem?
.01

We will only discuss the students' answersto one specifit problem, and point

out a general weakness we found among most of Oe students. This problem was

given to all 14 students and goes as followsi

Suppose I have a ball which I drop from a-certain height. Every time
the ball bounces; it only goes up to 1/2 of the highest point reached in
the previgus bounce. If I drop the ball.from 16 feet how high does it
go after the first bounce? How high does it go after the second
bounce? Suppose I have another.ball that-goes up to 3/4 of the highest
point reached in the previous bounce (repeat problem).

The results from this problem ,revealed that five students from the

participating.Hispanic group could Work out the problem with the "bounce

factor" of 1/2 without hesitation. However, three of these fiye could not

generalize this.procedure for a "bouhce factor" of 3/4. The participating

Anglos also suffered from' this problem, albeit to a lesser extent; the

advanced Hispanics were quite facile pth either a 1/2 or 3/4 "bounce

factor". In general*, it appeared that students had an excellent intuitive

graspc of "halving" but not of "three-quartering". It isour,feeling that the

difficulty with the 3/4 bounce factor was due to the students'. pot being able

to verbalize or understand the procedure they used in the 1/2 bounce factor

case. Had they realiazed that al.c they were doing- was multiplying eich

maximum height times 1/2 to obtain the subsequent maximum height, they could

have easily etended this procedure to the 3/4 case. Perhaps the difficulty

was that in t4 1/2 bdunce factor case, students divided by 2, but in the 3/4

bounce factor .case, they were hOt sure whether to divide by 3, 4; or some

.tombination of\ 3 and 4. This inability to generalize A procedure from a

simple to a comPlex cas6 was Observed in other contexts a well.

11
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4. Ability tp Solve Problems'

--
This area of our inveitigations fOcused on the stUdents' ability to

solve word problems. Since algebra I is thli. Frst course'where students

encounter non-trivial word problems, and sin e word problems have always

provedto be a nemesis ofaathematics studeht,s at all levels, we will make our

discussions in this section siotwhat longer phan those of the previous

sections. The one area which will be ,stitssed is the translation process from

textual to symbolic repr6sentations, since it Ts this step which students

found most difficult. The general questions which served to.guide us were the

following:

- Is the student able to translate:word problems into algebraiC equations
and word phrases jarto symbolic expressions?

Does the student misinterpret problems because of langUage difficulties
such as poor vocabulary or reading comprehension?

Does the student's suctess at solving problems depend upon the amount of
linguistic processing that must take place?

Does the student exhibit good problem solving procedures and habits?'

. The best way to,start a.discussion of word problem proficiency is to'

convey what students claimed they found hard about working out word problems.

In one interview session, in which only the participating Hispanics took_part,
. /

we asked the question, "What do you think is the.hardest thing.about solying

word problemsr The following are the verbatim .quotes given by the sii

students:

- "Getting the.information you need to make the problem. Like if lt says
something about how many miles she walks, you gotta get haw many
miles--getfit into numbers-take it apartP

"Starting them. First it's hard for me to-start a word problem. Like
trying to find, you know, what'swX."

- "Knowing what they'want. Sometimes I read it wrong."

- "The whole thing. T hate 'em."

"Finding the equation."

"You don't know what to do--you don't know whether to add,ax divide--you
don't know which number comes first."

These responses correspond very well with the-difficulties which the

o
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students experienced in solving ward problems. To paraphrase Aat the

Artudents found difficult about"solving word problems, they realiied that the're

was no set of rules or standard procedure.which could'he applied in a rote

fashion to word probleMs in order to obtain an answer. Often, the approach

taken by textbook's and teachers is to teach students specific techniques for

solving specific types of problems. Students are then forced td remember

trias'or rdles which can be applied to "age problets", "per cent problems",

etc. However, if there is a slight twist in a particular "age problem", then

the tricks or rules they learned no longer aPply and.the student is left at a

loss on what to try. A better approach would be to teach students sound,

general proirdures with which
.

to approach any word problem, rather than

specific proceduies that-apply to specific types of problems.

Somethink which.it often overlooked'when teaching students how to solve'

problems is how to dearwith language-related'subtleties,. such as- problem

symtax, vocabulary, semantics, etc. As the student ansliers to some of the

problems we are abotit to discu ss will illustrate, the ability to understand a

problem, a nd translate it into mathematical terminology is, we believe, the

single most important step in the problemsolving Process.

Let us first consider the students' performanc'e in the following four

problems;

Write an expression using variables for ,the following statements:

10. A numberadded.to 7 equals 18.

11. Six times a number is equal to a second number.

12. Nine times a tumber results in 36.

13. In seven years, John will be eighteen years old:.

To aid in the discussion, we have c-oded the students' answers in Table 2.

The jetter. "C" in Table 2 means that the student-worked out the problem

correctly. The entries "skipped" and "no idea" mean that the probleM was

skipped during the interview for that student, and that the student tried to

solve the problem but had no idea what.to do. Any other entry denotes the

student's response in the problem.

Table 2 shows that students had little difficuiy working out problems

10, 11, 'and 12, but that problem 13 cause d inordinat difficulties. There is

an obvious difference between problems 10, 11, and 12, and problem 13. In 10,

11, and 12, the problem structure is very clear :-- the unknown io be

represented by P. variable always, appears near the .beginning as the ifoun

13
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"number". The repaining problem structure directs the student on what 'should

be done:with this unknown, for example, "a number added to 7...", or "six

times a number..;". On the other hand, the structure of problem 13 does not

mike Obvious,what the unkNkiin; is; the unknown, John's curient age, must in

fact be deduced! Evidently.two students, one who wrote "7 + 11 . 18" and the

other "7 + 11", understood the problem but were not able to write'an equation

using a variable.. It appears that Variations in the syntax of simple problems

have, an observable effect on performance. In particular, if the unknown or

quantity being.soughtiin the problem is not readily discernible, there is a

higher likelihood for confusion than if the unknown_appears clearly neat the

beginning of a problem statement.

'Let us nex1 cOnSider the students! translational aftlslin slightly more

difficult problems involVing twoyariables:

Writs an exp. ression using variables for the following statementi:
.

,.,. 14. The number of nickels in my- pocket.is three times more than. the
number of dimes,

15: The number of math books on-the shelf is equal to eighi 'times the
number of science book.f3.

- 16. There are fOur times as many English
teachers at this school.

teachers as ihere are math

17. Last year, there were six timds as many men cheating on their income
tax as there were uomen.

_The 'students' responses to these problem are shown in Table 3.

labeled "Reversal" implies that the

error..

The entry

student committed the variable-reversal

0
From looking at oblemi 14 and 15, it is clear that the syntax is such

,

that a sequential left-to-right translation should yield the appropriate

answer. For example,

"tfie nUmber.of nickels

in my pocket"

"is (equal to )" "three times more than.

the number of dimes"'

3D

.

We therefore expect more correct ansuers on problems 14 and 15 than on 16 and

17, and further, we expect that those who translate problems uiing. the

sequential left-to-right method would likely get 14 and 15 correct, but 16'and

17 variable-reversed. This Was borne out ,by the results; four students



obtained both problems 14 and 15 cdrrect as shown on Table 2, but of these

four students, only one advanced Hispanic was able to get 16 and 17 "Correct.

It should also be noted. ,that, the variable-reversal error constituted a

significant percentage of the wrong responses.

Finally, we wOuld like to discuss briefly some of the "unusual" answers

in.problems 11 and 14, as shown .in Tables 2 and 3. Some of the student

responses in these two problems ate verY suggestive- Of interpretational

difficulties. For example, the .participating Hispanic who wrote 6441, .in

problem 11 explainedthat due to-the phrase "is equal" in "six times a nuMber

is equal to a second riuMber", both numbers must be the same, and therefoe

used1N,to reprtsent both. The participating Hispanicyho wrote 6X=2 explaine

that the "2" in the, equation represented .the "second number". The

participating Hispanic who wrote-6X=12 explained that the "12" 'came from

multiplying the "second number""times 6. As can be seen from Table 2, there

Were other answers very similar to these committed 'by:students.from all three

groUps. Although we have no first hand evidence to'coniirm it, we suspect

that the three students who wrote'variants of the answer "6N=2/%1" used i'llt6N

to repreient "six .Lmesa number" and.ZN to represent the "second number".

In problem 14, We see "from Table 3 ihat three students wroteanswers

with the inequ ity "gre tipr than". There were also four answers whiCk were

not in.the form of n equation, such as "N
3 d" and "Di.D=". Tt is

interesting to note tha ese types of answers did not'ocur With anywhere,

the same frequency in problem 15--a problem fairly equivalent in Structure to

problem 14. The biggest- differenCe.between these two problems is that in

ii'oblem 14, the 4ard "equal" was never explicitly 'used as was the case in
#

problem 15; the equality in problem 14 had to =be deduced from context. Those

students who wrote an inequality seem to have interpreted (not unreasonably)

the phrase "is three times more than" as a.statement of inequality rather than

as a statement of equality. ,Those.who did not write a complete equation may

have had.problems figuring out where to put the equal sign.

S. English is. Spanish Performance

. . 1

, Several word problems were constructed in Spanish to ascertain Whether

there existed observable differentel in problem solving sle, confidence,

anxiety, etc. for the participating Hispanics' when their English performance

was Compared to their, Spanish, performance. Since the algebra course was

,
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taught completely in Englishs all information, vocabulary, and'experience,in

this subject will have been conveyed to the students in English. This may

result in students being able to work out zord problems "better" in English.

The overall success of the stedents,in the Spanish word problems was not,.

appreciably different than their success in word 4oroblems phrased in Englishr

The styles used in, solving the Spanish problems differed somewhat across

students. Two 'students read the 'Spanish problems,. and proceeded to try and

solve them directly. One student had not had any formal.training in Spanish

aad Ysounded out" the prOblems bealre attempting a solution; that is, ihe
-----7-----

students tr 'slated the Spanish problems into Eiikftth, and would nots art on\n
student re d them aloud until the "gist" of the problem was Understood. 'Two

'..)-

tha solution until th7 understood the English translation. e'remaining '

student stated that he Could not understand the Spanish prob/ems and did not

attempt any,solution. . .

The five students who attempted to solve the Spanish worli problems

encounterpd some Spanish Vocabulary words they did not recegnize,and asked'

about their meaning. Once told, theyshad no further difficulty in attempting

a solution. That is notto say that.their attempts

differences in vocabulary did not, per se, create any

in the ability of de stedents to solve the problems..

were successful. These

additional difficulties

We observed nothing in

their overalT performance to indicate that they could sollie problems phrased

in Spanish anjr better, or'worse, than problems phrased in-lOglish., We should

caution, however, that if these students had been solving the Spanish void'

problems totally on their own, it is very likely /bat their performance'would

have been worse than if solving English word probiemi due to difficultiesimiith"

vocabulary, or inapPropriate translations.

6. A Teaching Experiment ;

There was a teach;ng experiment ried with the six participating

Hispanics duyAng one of the interview sessions... The approach taken was to

select six mathematical topics with which the students were unfamiliar and to

give each student a 10 minute "mini-lesson" on one of the,six topics. After

the mini-lesson, the,student was asked to teach the same lesson to one of

his/her peers. Since the situation.was cOntrived, there is ni5 assurance that

what we observed was what would normally take.place if students were to tutor

each other. Perhaps the experiment was only useful insofar as- it let us

16



.evaluate what information the student.deemed important.enough to distill and

teach to a peer.

Summarizing the results of this experiment) we can state that the

teathing style used by the students dienot differ, appreciably. There were,

however, distinct differences between.the styles ,used by the students and the,

style used by%the Interviewer. The most obvious contrast between the two

styles was that whereas the interviewer attempted to impart knowledge, the

students attempted only to convey information. At no time did the studeniS

attempt to "motivate" the subject they were teaching to their peers. The

studenti' presentations were aimed at answering the questions-mwhat-tan-yoU do

with it?" and "in,what does it result?", and never at answering "what good is

it?" .

For example, one presentation was on circles; and coveted the topics of
P

radius, diameter, circumference, and 'the mathematical relatibnships between

them. Although the name "pi" was never mentioned, the interviewer attempted

to =very that the.ratio of the circumference to the diameter was a constant

fbr any circle.. Various wooden circular blocks %Were measured to'illustrate

the ,various relationship's among the quantitites. In the Student's

--presentation, he showed his classmate "what can you do with it?" by

illustrating how to measure quantitites such as radius, diameter, ando

.circumference;' he aneered,"in what does it resUlt?" by showing his peer 'how,

to plug some of the measured.values into equations like ZR=D and C/D=3.1% He

neverconveygd two very important'?oints, namely, that' what was nice about the

relationship C/D=3.1 was that'it held for any circle,'and that it allowed one-

to get C by knowing only D, or vice versa--points that'were stressed in the

. interviewer's presentation.

In al; cases we observed substantiakatienuation of info1n between

the original presentation by the interviewer, and the subsequent student'

presentation. There was a dramatic attenuation in the two-step proc ss from

the interviewer's presentation, to what the final Student was able to glean

from the presentation he/she heard fronkhis/her peer.

XV°

Discussion

The fact that many ofthe erfrors we encountered have also been found in

other investigations with non-minority students (Davis, Jockusch, and

17
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McKnight, 4 8 tz,1980) means that.the-students who participated.in our

study wer'e not unique in what they found difficult about algebra. It is.true,
\

however, that the participagng Histoanics were at a disadvantage in language
, \

proficiency as evidenced by- their poor performance on the langUage portions of

the California\Achievemeni Tests. . Thai this deficiency served ..as' an

impediment In the learning and, problem solving processes was, we believe,

apparent. ,

,

For the rest ,of this section.we will focus our diicussion on specific

topics related to the effectiyeness of the textbook,...to instructipal

approaches, and to the interplay of laiiguage in cognitive'processes. Before
a

proceeding further, however, it would prove helpful to summarize the salient

findings of:this :iti,w4r:

- Students prefer not to use algebraic teohniques in solving problems.

- Students are extremely, 13'por at verbalizing definitions of mathematical-

terms, even whemthey possess a correct operational definition of the
term.

- Students can often obtain a solution to a problet, but can ;eldom
verbalize the procedure they used in obtalning the solution.

- Problem syntax is often the most important factor in determining
problem difficulty.

- The step that students find most difficult in solving word problems is
the translation oif the problem statement into the appropriate,

mathematical equation(s).

'- Students do not use their textbooks very much except as.a place to find
W'' assj.gned problems.

,

A

- StIldents treat algebra as A4rule -based disciplineand not as a concept-
based discipline.

i'A*. ..,

:

- When applying algebraic rules, students do not apply them self-
,.

consistently.

a

1. The Textbook

Our discussion of the effectiveness` of the tektbook should not tm.

construed' as an indictment of the particular textbook used in the algebra I

class. The Dolciani and Wooton textbook (1973) isThot atypical of beginning

algebra books, or of mathematics books in general; It has been, and stfll
4:
-

1B

a
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one of the most popular tAxts uSed in beginning'algebra courses. AS stated in'

the summa0 above, it became apparent sobn after the beginning Of tile

and was 'confirmed by the participating teacher, tOt .the majority of the'

students in the class did not read the- textbook as a means of supplemental

instruction -- they merely used it as a place to find the problems that were

assigned for homework. .

,

The fact that students did not read the text is not something that can-

be easily blamed on the text. PerhaPs the teacher should have made more of an

effort ta,ld the students responsible for reading rhe book. What we can say /

is that the language and style of thertextbook. seems more appropriate.for

someone who' already knows .a little about algebra; than for 14 year old

students with absolutely no prior training in algebra. The book does attempt

to convey thip precision neCessarY to "communicate" in mgthematics. We

'believe, however, that the ',incomplete use of the text by the students may be

responsible JElor some of the difficulties 'we uncovered, as we h9pe the

following examples will illustrate.
: '

in ,an interyiew session sIdere*- we asked students to-'define, several

mathematical terms covered in the ,textbook, we ,found thli.H.the .mOst

,misinterpreted term was_"quotient". ropular interpretations given bi the
'20

4

students to the term.qtotient were er" and "product". In the'Section of

the textbook 'dealing with quotient (Chapterio 4, section 4) we 'find the

follOwing,instructions given*in,the quotient exercises:

and

v

"Read each quotient as A product. Then state the value of the quotient"

"State the value of each quotient". 'N

For students reading these instructions,,it is understandable why theyinight

come away with, the interpretation of "product" and "answer" for quotient

the firt iiistruction abg.e can be taken to imply that "product" and "Ciuotient"

are interchangeable; the *econd instruction .makes perfect Sene .if one

substitutes the word. "answer" for "quotient".
A

Further, the .textbOOk often attempted to draw upon
4

"real life"

situations for its word problems, This attempt to be relevant may be of

questionable pedagogic value for students such as the participating Hispanics

19
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of.this study. Even though we have.no formal measure of socioeconomic sitatus

(SES) for the participating Hispanics, we igere'able to deterdine that they

were "below average" in SES.. .The following two problems from.the textbook

(found on.page 76) were used in an interview session 'to assess the
.

understanding that the students lad of the vocabulary, and will illuStrate an
, , .

important point.

"A stock selling for $30 per share rose 2 dollars per share each of two
.days and-then fell $1.75 per share for each of thfee days. What was the
selling price per share of the stock after these events?"

"On a revolving charge account, Mts. Dallins purchased $27.SO worth of
clothing, and $120.60 worth of furniture. She then made two monthly
paymentsof132.00 each. If the interest charges for the period oftwo
months were $3.2Swhat did MrS4. Dallins then owe the aCcount?"

n asking the six participating Hispanics to tell Us what they thought terms

like "stocr, ."share", "revolving cha9é account", 'imonthly payments", and

nnterest" meant, they displayed that t1ey had little idea as tothe meaning

. of 'these terms. .Several .s;Eudeiits came close to being able, to 'define'
, . .1

"interest", and stated that it was something that,banks and stores did to make

more money.

- What is of morg questionable pedagogic value in using problems like the

ones above is that students were being confused by the jargon, *and not

necesSarily by the aithematics. Several students stated that even though they

were not_sure what some of the terms meant in the "revolving_charge.account"

problem, they thought they could nevertheless solve the problem. %, Their

attempts ,to: solve this problem onsisted of combining the four monetary

quantities given .in the problem in some fashion to :obtain a final, albeit

incorrect, answer%

2. Pedagogy

We, would like to begin this section by briefly summarizing

characteristics displayed b);' theistudents which we believe are not cond

toward the learning of-mathematics. The students' performance 'during e

intervieW; reVealed that they did not appreciate that when working in a

subject like mathematics, a) the slightest degree of imprecision .,and

sloppiness can lead to errors and b) there are logical and legitimate reasons.
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for every stage in any series of algebraic manipulations. It is-tlso evident
e

from the students' unwillingness to use algebra that they had little "faith"

in using algebraic procedures to obtain asnwers:- In other words, the notion

that algebra allows one to start with a word problem, and by applying certain

procedures such'as defining variables, translating the relationships among the

variables in the problem into mathematical equations, and manipulating the

cluations, one is guaranteed of findint a solution even if one has 'abtolutq1

no idea what the solution is anywhere alsg_the' way, is something students
6

found quite incredible.

We also found that the students.were neither very-careful listeners, nor.
gobd at following instructions. One problem given in an interview session

will illustratethis situation. The problem was the following:

3.7. FOr each of the following, underline all,the *rations that mean

addition. .

3+7 =

4+2 =

34(4.8) ..

,9+(7.49) ='

Here we were not intereted in the students' answers to the 'pToblem inasmuch as

we were interested in whether they followed our instructions. Our, normal

operating procedure for conducting interviews cOnsisted of the interviewer

presenting each problem to the student, as opposed to asking the students to

read a problem silently before offering a solution. In the problem above, it

was decided that upon reaching it, the interviewer would merely point to it

and say to the student "do this problem". Admittedly, Wb were attempting to

see how easy it was to trick the students, since the response we predicted was

that they would solve the left hand side of the equality and write an answer

'On the right hand slde. Only two of the six participating Hispanics (only the

'perticipating tlispanics took piit in the interview session in iwhich the

question above was given) attempted to read and.follow the instructions of the.

problem; the other four.did what we had predicted.

In order to address the difficulties that the students had with algebras .

what is needed is a,pedagogic approadh which addresses all of the problems in

a glolpl fashion, as Opposed to res4dies which are applicable only in specific
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situations. To help evaluate th pedagogical suggestions we will make, -it

would help to have a viewpoint or ideil against which our suggestions can be ,

/

judged. The viewpoint we.wilI present will not onlY encompass' the role of

concepts and skills in learning algelva, but also include a perspective on the

importance of communication *kills: n the educatiOnal'process. In 'an ..
..I

'oversimplified description of the.situationi- there aPpear to be two extremes,
,

in the approach used in teaching diathematict..-r-therware those 'who feel that
. . ,

rigorous formality is'indispensable.to the learning of Concepts and those who

feel that the possession of manipulative basie skills is'a'precondition.to

learning concepts. We tend'to agree and yet 'disagree with. both7of' !lye
.

.-

views. If the formal aspects of Mathematics are emphasized at.tiie eXpense of

training in basit skills, the student may learn the jargon of mathematics, yei

remain quite incapable of solving problems. On the other hand, wewill not be -

the first to Point out.th;t glthough working out lots of problems may be a

necessary condition for problem solving proficiency, this does not Inean'it is .

a sufficient condition as well (Kkrpatrick,:1978).

To perceive that thii contention oL viewi regarding formality versus

basic skills is not easily reconciled, one peed only.observe that whereas
..

asit skills are taysilt., concepts are formed. Concepts cannot'be' taught,

although they are 'learned in some sense.of.the word. The *actual formation of

a concept, however, is purely internal process on the part of ihe student.

Although the possession of bakc skills can'tertainly aid the student in- this

endeavqr, no amount of honing oE basic skills will necessarily force a Student

to conceptualize.* Our resolution of this d4lemma is based onlour.belief that

the single most important ingredient in the educational process .is

communication. Our recommended apaoach, therefore, focuses on the uSe og,the
1

commilnicative process.
i

Communication between the teacher and the student can assist the student

in the process, of conceptualization. The teacher can not only suggest the

existence of concepts and encourage students to grapple with them, but also,-

through interaction with the student, guide him/her toward the formation of

correct concepts. It is imperative, that first apd foremost, the eAcher

convey to the student as early as.possible the need to be precise when working

mathematics, whether it be in listening, following instructions,

communicating, or manipulating mathematical expressions. The ,emphasis

thereafter should be on helping students form generalizable concepts Father
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than on asking students to memorize algebraic rules and facts.
*

Further.,we-=
./2

are'in agrOpent with other researcheis (Davis ei al,, 1978) in.their advocacy

of giving itudents the fullest possible, appreciation of the importance of:

logically idelifying and justifying algebraic procedures,.and in their claim

that "chi it t4is way" approaches are not sufficient. If we were to choose one

algebrpic,concept that is often taken for granted by experts, b4 which is a

very'difficult concept to grasp gor neophytes, it is the notion that algebra

is an artform in which Unknown mathematical quantities can be manipulated via

a set of rules in order 'to extract a known answer.

Nith the recent technological advances, one instructional .4proach that

should .be given serious consideration is the use or low-cost microcomputers

for supplemental mathematics instruction. That microcomputers are gaining

rapid acceptance in mi*matics instruction, both as teaching and programming

tools, is unarguable. For the types kof students, in this study;--compUW----------

instructional modules which combine presentation of material'with detailed

step-by-step worked-out, examples, and drill work would be particularly

helpful. We ,would like to emphasize the phrase "presentation df material"
a

above-to distinguish this approach from the "drill" modules which have become

the standard product of many software and publishing firms. There are Several

reasons Why this approach may prove very effective for this age group. First,

given that students are not inclined to read the textbook, having them read

-the material on a computer's screen may be a possible lution bto .this

problem, particularly since the students may associate this 11th watching T.V.

and not with reading a textbook. -Second, thi "mystique" surrounding Computers

can be exploited to have students spend more tim working on mathematics.

Yinally, the fact that comp2ters are so intolerant of sloppy communication

would help in training these students to work ,and communicate in mathematics

with more accuracy and precision.

'

*
We do not mean to imply that having a command of algebraic rules and tacts
is unnecessary. Although a command of algebraic rules and facts will aid in
getting anNanswer, it does not help the student.in designing a strategy for
obtaining the

t

answer.
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3. Linguistics

Whenever A Cognitive research study is conducted with a bilingual

population, there is always one albatross withwhich to contend, namely, the

question of how language proficiency affects the findings. The notion that
. .

language may have an effect on cognitive processes (not necessarily for

. .bilingual populations)s not new: For example, in Vygdfsky's (1962) view,

many facets of intellectual functioning are timately related to language

acquisition. According to Vygotsky, the internalization of language

introduces .a restructuring of many_mental processes. Of particular relevance

to this study is Vygotsky's claim that problem solving strateiies become more'

,rational and sophisticated when they can be verbalized.

Another.view, that of,Whorf, (1956), states..that the language we speak

can set certain limits or constraints' on our perception. Perhaps the

justification for this view derives' more from cultural effects than from

linguisti6 effects; that is,'it may well be that cultural experiences are as

iMportant as linguistic experiences in forming our perceptions. The

difficulty with the Jffhorfian hypothesis lies in how to distinguish between

these two effects.

Onehypothesis adduced by Cummins (1979) deserves particular attention .

due to itX,wide rangd of ap

1

licability to bilingual students. Cummins'

P
linguis4c threshold hypothesis sitt that "there may be a threshold level of

linguis& competence which bilingual children must attain both in order to

avoid cognitiVe deficits andsto allow the potentially beneficial aspects .of

becoming 'bilingual to influence their cognitive growth" (1979, p. 229). ,

Cummins does not define the threshold level in absolute termt since it is

likely to vary depending on the child's stage of cognitive develOpment, and on

the academic demands of the different tages of schooling.

Cummins does define three types of bilingualism. The first,

"semilingualism", is characterized by a belowrthreshold level of linguistic

competence in both languages. In semilingualism, both languages are

sufficiently weak to impair the quality of interaction the student can have

with his/her educational environment. The negative effects of semilingualism

are no longer present in "dominant bilingualism", characterized by an
.

above-threshold level of competence in' one of the two languages. --Dominant

bilfngualism is supposed to have neither a positive, nor a negative effect on

cognitive development. The last category, "additive bilingualism", is one
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whichtas positive cognitive effects. Additive bilingualism is characterized

by above-threshold competence in both languages.

In our investigations With college level Hispanic engineering students,

we have found that, on standardized language proficiency measures, Hispanics

score considerably below their Anglo.peers (Mestre, 1981).',This below-average

performance holds across both En§Xish and Spanish. In terms Of Cummias'

definitions, these Hispanic engineering majors appear to he "semilingual". Even

though we have not made an assessment of the Spanish proficiency of the

participating Hispanics of this study, it appears from their performance on

the Aanguage portions of the CAT that they are below-threshold, at least in

English. Although it is extremely difficult to separate language effects from

other 'effects, findings with college Hispanic students (Mestre, Gerace, and

Lochhead, 1982;. Mestre: 1982), as well as with the participating Hispanic

group of this .study indicate that this below-averagb language proficiency

level has an adverse effect on mathematical performance. The facts. that the

advanced Hispanics of this study appear to be at 1 ast dominant bilinguals"

(and perhaps "additive bilinguals"), and that their performance in this study

was extremely strong hy,any measure, lend support Cummins' hypothesis.

Finally, it appears to us that any effort designed to 'increase the

language proficiency level of bilinguals, at least up to the level of their

monolingual peers, is most desirable. It doe's not appear to be too important

which of the two languages is developed, as long as at least one of them is

highly developed; however, for the obvious reason, the language used for

instruction in the student's school may be the most appropriate to target for

development. A word of warning is in order. Although there are strong

indications that being highly proficient in language is a necessary condition

for cognitive development, it certainly is not a sufficient condition as well.

fehN
Recommendations

Two points were made by the participating teacher which should be

conveyed before moving' to the specific recommendations proposed below. The

first point made by the participating teacher was that,since the "character"

--ofratheiiiics classes varies from year to year, and from class to class,

depending on the students comprising the class, it is unrealistic to expect

that one pedagogic approach which proves very effective .for one particular
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class would have the same result when'used with another class. The secohd

point concerned the realism of dealing with,14 year old adolescents. He

claimed that, given this age group's maturity level, some pedagogic aPPrOaches

were likely-to prove,more effective than.others; in particular, approaches

which demand the undivided attention of the whole class for a prolonged,period

of time 'would not prove fruitful.

In termS of the recommendatiOni below, we believe that they would be of

benefit to all students.' However,,we have designated several whIch we feel

would be 1:sarticularly beneficial for students such ,is the participating

.Hispanics of this study whose language proficiency level is below that of

their Anglo peers. Our recommendations are the following:

1. Students shOuid be asked to participate in.the process of learning
concepts. Although these students are not of an Age where they are
naturally introspective, encouraging and aidinuthem in forming general
concepts are preferred over passively absorbing rules. Whenever
possible, procedures which are generalizable tb a wide range of prohlems
should be emphasized over rule-oriented procedures which apply only to a
narrow range of problems. Concept formation can be reinforced by
presenting the studentli-With both correct,' and incorrect 'examples and
asking them to recognize valid procedures as welf as- fallacious logic.
It is often the case that the rear hint of aocencept lies in the'path to
the answer and not in the answer itself.

2. More important than the peaagogic style of the teacher gr textbook
is the harmony between,the two. The teacher should use a textbook which
is consonant with his/her teaching style, so that both text amd the
teacher emphasize a single approach. The teacher.'s,primark objective
should be to impart to the stadent his/her understanding of the material
rather than some supposedly superior way of thinking about the subject.
-- one which he/she neither uses nor feels fully comfortable with.

3. Students Should be held responsible for eading-the textbook'. The
ability to learn from written material is an indispensible tool for
self-learning and should therefore be incorporated as early as possible

'in the educational procesS.

4. Whenever a new definition or procedure is introduced, it should be
compared and contrasted with previous ones. Equally important' as
telling students what something is, is telling them'what something, is
not. . The use of counter-examples or discussions of incorrect
applications of rules/procedures would help studerlis assimilate the
correct rules/procedures more quickly.

S.., Students -Should be made .to realize that two very important
ingredients in mathematical reasoning are precision and consistency.
These same characteristics should be sought in the communication.process
itself. Due to the great redundancy present in oral coMmunication, and
aided by the context of the situation,,most of us can tolerate large
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doses of imprecision 'and inéonsistency in oral communication. When
attempting to.teach or learn mathematics, however, imprecision and
inconsistency can be very debilitating.

6. The use of microcomputers for supplemental-instruction in mathematics
should not be underestimated. Microcomputers may serve tO motivate
students to spend more time on. mathematics, forc g. them to communicater
more precisely with a machine which is very intolerant of sloppy
communication, and provide an opportunity to present material which
students would not otherwise be inclined to read in the textbook.

The following three recommendations would be of particular benefit to students

with language deficiencies.

7. Students should be- asked to ,verbalize the rules, strategies,
definitions, and, procedures that they employ in solving problems. This
would serve/to a) monitor the precision with which the students
communicate mathematical ideas, b) encourage.students to always have" a
reason to justify what they are doing, and c) reveal any misconceptions
the student has so that the teacher has an opgortuhity to address them.

,

8. In word problems; tIle emphasis should b,on teaching students sound
procedures in translating the problem statement(s) into mathematical
hotation. By defining variables and writing appropriate equations to
represent the problem stacement,students would begin to appreciate more
quickly that they do not have to knOw the answer "all a once", but that
the resulting equations are the mean by which teobtain an answer.

:A concerted effort should e made to increase the% language
prOficieng level of."semilingual" students (in the Cummins sense) to at
least the--"dominant bilingual" level.- ,Although the evidence is not
conclusive, indications are that "semilingualism" may have an adverse
effect on the communication_prticess which we believe tole crucial in
the educational process.
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TABLE 1

PERFORMANCE ON AVAILABLE MEASURES_

Algebra I Class
8=34'

Nonpartipat-

ing Anglos
N=.23w

Patiotpat-
ing Anglos

N=5

Participat-
ing Hispan-
ics N=6

Advanced Algebra
,Class N=29

Advanced
Agglos
N=26

Advanced
Hispanics

.8=1...---....,_

Read.

Vocak.,

Read.

Comp.

24.0
5.7

49

25.7
5.3

56

23.8
5.2

48

18.3
4.2

29

31.3
4.2

79

31.6

3.8
81

29.0
8.2
70

Tot
Read.

39.1
10.5

52

4146
96
55

41.2
9.5

54,

28.8
9.4
29

55.0
7.3

79

55.3
6.8
80

52.7
12.2
76

Spell. 'tang.

Mech..

10.7, 15.3
2.9, 4.1

43 39
*

10.8 16.3
3.2 2.8

43 44

10.8 15.0
2.6 3.7

43 38
,

.

10.3 12.2'

2.7 6.9
39 24

15.4 i0.7
2.9 2.4

83 ' 78

..15.3 20.7
2.5 2.3'

'83 78

16.0 20.7

6.1 3.8
87 78

Lang.. Tot. Math
Expr. Lang. Cmpt..

24.0 /394 ,26.1
5.3 8.5 . 5.5

44 41 59

25.7 42.1 26.7
4.7 6.3 5.4

51 48 61

20.2 3 5 26.0
5.0 8. . 6.2.
29 31 1 59 .

21.2 33.3 23.8
5.7 11.9 . 5.4

32 27 . .0
.

32.3 53.0 ,34.0

2.9 4.0 3.3

85 84 81

324 53.4 34.0

2.2 --A-3.1 3.5
87 85 81

29.0 49.7 34.0
6.2 9.0,A- 1.7

67 73 \--81

Math TOL
Chcpts. Math

23.3 49.3
6.3 9.9
45 53

25.7 52.4
5.9 10:0
53 57

19.8 41:8

4.8 7.2

34 46
. -

17.8- .41.7
3.5 , 6.9

,27 38

35.4 69.5
4.2 6.5

81 83

35.5 69.5'
4.3 6.7-

81 . 83 ,

34.7 68.7
3.8 5.5

79 81

-,,
Tot.

Batt,

138.5
26,1.
46

145.8
23.5
53

133.0
22.8
43

114.2

23.6
30

192.9 ,

16.5
86

.193.5
14.9
86

187.0

31.2
81

Ref. Anal.

Skiils-

18.5 15.8
3.2 3.6

.43 . ----

19.4 16.9
2.5 3.1

50 ----

18.0 15.2

.4,5 1.1

39. -..-

16.0 , 12.2

3.5 4.8
30 '- ----

22.1 -...

1.5. .......

78

22.3

80

20.0,, 17.3

2.6 . 2.5

Clan. Piaget Alg.
' Grade

475 -__49.0 72.1

4.8 -7,9 15.3
.....- -,.....

17.7 49.8 731
..4.6 8.8 16.0
--n-

18.2 49.4 78.11

6.0 3.6 '13.0
.....-

.16.3 45.8 62.3
5.5 6.7. 10.3

---,. ---- ........

,

--... ...... 81.4
5.1

YID OS

81.9
4.8

16.0 50.7 73.3
1.0 4.5 . 7.1

15.1

5.7

53

AP

15.9 ,

5.6'

54

17..4

4.8
59

10.5

5.4 *

30
.

23.7

4.0-
79

23.7

4.0
79

23.7

4.0

79

Note: The first 'twelve measures corr
the Test of General Ability.
in algebra. The three entries

N for the Algebra 1 class Is 32 for
21 for all CAT measures.

3 3

espond to the California Achievemint TiOs. Analogies. and Classification are'from

The last two measures correspond to the fiagetian test and the studehts' final grade
co?respond to the mean, standard deviation., ahd.hatiipal percentile ranking.

all CAT.measures. N for the Algebra I /class/nonparticipating Anglo subgroup is

0 BEST on AVAILABLE



STUDEUT ANSWERS

Problem #

10 11 12 . 13
Correct
Response

X+72518 6A=8 91'1,36 J+7=18

6X*12
1 No Idea (12 was from 6 C Skipped

times second #)

6Xu2 '0 A.1A2 .7=18 No Idea(second # was 2) ',.."

3 C. C C C

4 C Sufi C 7+11=18

5 b C, )6Au2A C 7A.18

i(

6 8+7 614.2N 9N+6u36 841=118

1 C. C

2 C C

3 C 6Au2

4 11N+7u18 6Nu2N/

...i

5 C C

1

2 C 6XuX

3

,

C . C

C 7+A

C 7+11 I

9Ax4Nu36 % 7.118 41>

C X-7-18

C'.

y+7yu18

BEST CM AVAILI100
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TABLE 3: STUDENT ANSWERS
./

Prdblem

14 15 1 6 17

Correct
Response

?Oki M28S Es4M 14s6W

1

2

3

4

5
il.

No Idea

No Ideat

N.Ou

&
I

C

3N+0

11404,

Skipped

*
8.64448

8xSs-8

C

Reversal

640.84

Na Idea

4.4216

.4x5s-4

Reversal

t

Reversal

4141s2OET

No Idea.

2.61212

(2swomen, 6umen)

Us.114''

6.Wo

Reversal*.

..

Reverse)

Reversal

1

2

3

4

5

,*
/NtD*"

031

N3.0

,3N)10

M.85s8
*

(8 was tot. books)

Reversal*

buS8

Ns :8

,

4.E :MuT

Reversal*

E
4
M

Reversal

Reversal*

*
. Reversal

Reversal*

Reversal

Reversal

,Reversal*

t.; 1 C

43

Lei
..
r.:

12 2 C C Reversat Reversal

c .c

> .

.c 3 X
3 more than N X

8 more than N X 4 NAIX=1*. X
6 more thaniS2

Note: Students appear in the'same Order as in Table 2.

tUpon prompting, student.displayed an improper understinding of the relative
sizes among the two quadtities in the problem statement.

'Upon proMpting, student displayed a proper understanding of the relative
\sizes among the two quantities in the problem statement.

,
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